It has long been suspected that fultum is a compound of full with some other word, but, as far as I know, nothing more satisfactory has as yet been proposed than Grimm's full + dom, with an inexplicable change of d to t. His derivation is made still more improbable by the form fulteman of the verb, which is very common in the older texts (Pastoral 233. 8, 305. 4. Vesp. Psalms 88. 44) and is the only one in the oldest of all English texts, the Epinal glossary, which has fultemendi, fultemendum, these readings being supported by the Erfurt and Corpus texts. From these data I conjectured that fultum might be a compound of full and team, through an intermediate fultem whose short vowel was assimilated to the root one. I brought forward this view in a paper I read before the Philological society, but it was almost unanimously rejected by my hearers. I was, therefore, rather pleased to find the gloss emolomentum, fulteam in the Erfurt glossary.
which put sulg in the same consonantal class as burg. This older form at once suggests a plausible etymology for sulg, namely swelgan, the plough being regarded as the 'devourer' of the earth.
HI. latteow, lareow.
An older form of latleotv is latfteow (Past. 305. 4) from which it is assimilated like ftcctte from ΟΛ?/Ο>. In Boethius (Fox, 174 . 2) we find latpiow, where the older Cotton ms. has ladpeow, pointing clearly to lad 'path' and peotv 'servant', latteow being equivalent to 'minister itineris'. It is evident that peow is here used in the same nobler signification which it must have had in such names as Ougenpcotv &c. If latteow is ladtieow, there is little difficulty in believing lareow to be *larbeow with the 0 dropped, = 'minister doctrinse'.
IV. intinga.
This word is, I believe, usually comnected with the adjective getenge and its cognates. The change of the Norse husping into husting (Chronicle 1012, in my Header 114. 45), evidently due to the desire of avoiding the combination sp, suggests that intinga may, in like manner, represent an older *inpiuga = 'inner affair', from which the meaning 'cause' would easily develop itself.
The preterite of 'cuman'.
One of the most marked distinctions between late and early Wcbt-Baxon is the treatment of original a before nasals. While in Alfred's language such forms as monn, ond, long, noma, from constantly occur, they entirely disappear in such later works as JElfric's Homilies, which have only mann, and, lang, nama, fram. The only exceptions are a few unaccented words, ϋοη, bonne, on, and, rarely, from, although all these words appear throughout the whole range of the language more or less sporadically with their original a. It is, therefore, remarkable that the preterite of cuman keeps its ο invariably, not only in the earliest but also in the latest WestSaxon, whether in the archaic form of crvom, cuom or in the usual one of com. Such a form as *cam is as unheard-of in /Elfric's Homilies as in Alfred's Pastoral and Orosius or the Winchester Chronicle. In the whole course of my reading I have only found a single cam, and that is in a late Cambridge ms. from which Cockayne printed the Martyrology (Shrine 31. 9), where I suspect an editorial slip.
This anomalous retention of the older is, after all only apparent: com kept its vowel unchanged for a very simple reason, namely that it was long. It is not often that vowels are doubled to express length, but when they are, it is invariably done in the right place. The spelling coom, therefore, in the Pastoral (345. 3) is in itself a strong argument, which becomes irresistible when we confront it with the late com.
The change of com into com is evidently due to the vowel of the plural, the exceptional com, comon being levelled under slog, slogon. The same change of nom, nomon is proved for the Kentish dialect by the spelling fornoom (intercepit) of the Corpus glossary, and probably for the Anglian dialects as well, for both the Durham Book and the Mercian Rush worth Matthew seem to have only nomon, not namon, which is commoner than namon in West-Saxon.
The Peterborough Chronicle, which represents both the direct continuation of the Mercian Rush worth, arid the parent dialect of modern literary English, entirely agrees w T ith the Late West-Saxon in having com (= com) and nam, which latter must be ascribed to the direct influence of the southwestern dialect, like many other forms which are against Rushworth and agree with modern E., such as gluen, gyuen, iivcn against the Rushworth gefan, geofan, ga>fan, my eel interchanging with micel &c. He first occurrence of the modern cam that I have noted is in the Northumbrian Cursor Mundi 1. 1205, where it rhymes on Adam, the more southern Fairfax ms. characteristically substituting the pair come : tome. Lastly the rhyme-index to Chaucer gives both coom : noom and cam : nam : ram, showing a remarkable mixture of dialects.
The lengthening of Modern E. came is parallel to that of other preterites, such as gave, brake &c. and is probably due to the analogy of the dissyllabic infinitives and participles, breken, eten, broken, eten &c.
The form nam must be due to some analogy. Norse in-
